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The Gods Show 
 
Act 1 
  
A backdrop of blue sky with a smattering of fluffy white clouds. Downstage right, on a 
small pedestal, is an urn with ‘Ambrosia’ written on it. A dozen chalices sit on a table 
beside it. Stage left is a cot tipped on its side. Next to it, with a rather stupid 
expression on his face, stands a young man, Rex, who is wearing a nappy and a t-shirt 
which reads: ‘Zeus Rules – Okay?’. The opening song is performed by a Greek 
Chorus of eight to twelve members, who wear white togas, and a lead member 
Thespis, who wears a black and white toga. Thespis sings with an educated accent.  
 
Song # 1 - Welcome to the Gods Show 
 
Sung by Rex Oedipus, Thespis and the Chorus 
 
Rex  Here’s a story about me 
  How I was set adrift at sea 
  Upon a cot as a baby 
  Abandoned by my kin. 
 
  For sixteen years I drifted on 
  No land did I set foot upon 
  But fish and water was fed on 
  By a passing penguin. 
 
Chorus Almighty Zeus- can you here us calling? 
  The Gods are drunk with wine and love 
  And cannot see Olympus falling. 
  By Jupiter- what treachery’s-a-storing? 
  Here’s a tale about the Gods to tell. 
 
Thespis Here’s a show about the Gods 
  Who dwell above the clouds because 
  That’s where Mount Olympus stops 
  And Heaven used to be. 
 
  The Gods of which our story tells 
  Are some from Heaven; some from Hell; 
  Some from Ancient Greece, as well 
  As Roman dieties. 
 
Chorus Almighty Zeus- can you here us calling? 
  The Gods are drunk with wine and love 
  And cannot see Olympus falling. 
  By Jupiter- what treachery’s-a-storing? 
  Here’s a tale about the Gods to tell. 
 
Rex  So, here’s a story about me 
  And Zeus and all his family 
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  The heroes of mythology 
  And ia television show. 
 
Thespis We can’t tell you any more 
  Or we will spoil the show, for sure 
  So, settle back with your pop corn 
  You’re welcome to the Gods Show 
 
At the conclusion of the song, Rex looks out over the audience with a rather silly look 
on his face. The chorus looks at him. 
 
Thespis Very well. Now shall we get things underway? 
 
No response from Rex. 
 
Thespis Young man, if you could just lie down there, next to the cot. 
 
Rex does so. 
 
Thespis Possibly put your thumb in your mouth to suggest something less than 

full maturity. 
 
Rex does so. 
 
Thespis Thankyou. Now, you’ve been shipwrecked on the Island of Ithica and 

you’re supposed to be unconscious, which at a cursory glance 
shouldn’t be too difficult for you. Good. Well done. (To the chorus) 
So, gentlemen, let us retire to the Roman baths for a well deserved rub 
down. 

 
The other chorus members agree enthusiastically and exit, rather hastily, stage right. 
 
Thespis (To Rex) And it’s over to you. 
 
Thespis exits, stage right, as a man and a woman enter, stage left. They have not yet 
seen the child. Both speak with a pronounced New York Jewish accent (a la Woody 
Allen). They appear to be having a disagreement. 
 
Solly Rachel, listen to me, I tell you, we cannot cast Danny de Vito as 

Ulysses. 
 
Rachel  Well, what about the other one. What’s his name, the big one? 
 
Solly  Schwarzenegger. 
 
Rachel  Bless you. 
 
Solly  No, that’s his name and we’ll never get him. 
 
Rachel  How come? 
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Solly We have a budget of twenty million dollars, that’s how come. 

Swarzenegger gets that for going to the toilet. 
 
Rachel  Really? 
 
Solly It’s an expression. Just believe me. We can’t afford it. Let’s face it, we 

make low budget productions. I can’t even afford a top line camera 
operator. If things keep going like this, we’ll end up working in 
television! 

 
Rachel  Heaven forbid, Solly. Don’t even say it. 
 
Solly  (Discovering the child) Oh my God, Rachel, look- an abandoned child! 
 
They rush over to the child and Solly rests the boy’s head on his knees. 
 
Rachel  Quickly- do something! 
 
Solly  What should I do? Boil some water? 
 
Rachel  Give him the kiss of life. 
 
Solly The kiss of life? Are you kidding? Have you seen the dial on this kid? 

He makes your sister, Maddy, look like a primate... almost. 
 
Rachel Is he breathing? 
 
Solly (Listening to his chest) There’s something going on in there but it 

sounds more like the rumba. 
 
Rachel  Oh, Solly - he’s alive! 
 
Solly  Looking at this kid that might be putting too fine a point on it. 
 
Rachel sits beside Solly and puts her and on his leg. 
 
Rachel  (In a soft musical tone) Solly? 
 
Solly What? What is it? What’s with the (Mimicking her) Solly? I know that 

voice. It means that you want something that I don’t want and we’re 
gonna end up with it in the end whether I like it or not. 

 
Rachel  Oh, Solly, just look at him all curled up there like a little baby. 
 
Solly Of course he looks like a baby - he’s wearing a diaper for Christ’s 

sake! 
 
Rachel  Oh but, Solly... 
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Solly Rachel, if you’re thinking what I think you’re thinking - you can stop 
thinking what you’re thinking. 

 
Rachel  But, Solly, we’ve always wanted a child of our own. 
 
Solly Rachel, this kid’s gotta be sixteen. We won’t get all the good stuff. 

None of the cuddles and the kisses you get when they’re babies. By the 
time we get him home he’ll be parking the car and apologising for the 
dents in the fender... 

 
Rachel  Solly. 
 
Solly And bringing home the sort of girls my mother warned me about. The 

sort of girls that I could never find... 
 
Rachel  Solly. 
 
Solly  Right now he’s on formula - next week he’s on bail. 
 
Rachel  Maybe it’s a sign. Maybe he’s a present from the Gods. 
 
Solly  More like a reject. Hey, what is this stuff coming out of his ear? 
 
Rachel  Solly, let’s keep him.  
 
Solly Rachel are you sure about this? I think there’s something funny about 

this kid. Now he’s got something growing out of his neck. 
 
Rachel (Determined) Yes, Solly. I’m certain. We won’t tell anyone where we 

found him. He’ll just be our little secret. 
 
Solly  Did his nose just change shape? 
 
Rachel  Solly? 
 
Solly  Alright. Alright. Alright already - we’ll keep him. 
 
Rachel  (Overjoyed and hugging him) Oh thank you, Solly. Thank you. 
 
Solly Never let it be said that Solly Oedipus didn’t have a heart. From this 

day forth this boy belongs to us. I name him... Rex - Rex Oedipus. 
 
Rachel  Oh, Solly, I’m so happy! 
 
Solly  But you can change the diapers. 
 
The child begins to squirm around furiously as if in the throes of a fit. Instinctively 
Solly stands up and moves away. 
 
Solly  What the hell is this? 
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Rachel  Oh look. He’s waking up. 
 
Solly I think I preferred him when he was asleep. He looks like a worm on 

acid. 
 
The boy stops wriggling and stands up. He starts moving around the stage in a 
ridiculous manner, moving his arms and legs at weird angles, shaking his head and 
generally being very silly. 
 
Solly  Now what? What? What is this? I just adopted a living graffiti. 
 
Eventually, the boy stops moving. Solly and Rachel watch him carefully. He turns and 
looks at them. 
 
Rex  (In a ‘deep southern’ accent) Ma! Pa! 
 
Rachel  Oh, son! 
 
He wildly embraces both of them. Rachel is overjoyed but Solly is not so keen. He 
keeps Rex’s affections at arm’s length. 
 
Solly  Hey, take it easy, take It easy. We only just met. 
 
Rex  I’m just so happy. At last, at last I have someone to love.  
 
Solly  Hey, nice accent, kid. Where did you score that - Crete? 
 
Rex  I ain’t never been to Crete. 
 
Solly  Oh, really? It’s just that you look like a Cretin. 
 
Rachel  (Putting her arm around Rex) Solly Oedipus - you can be so rude. 
 
Solly  But, Rachel. His ear is moving! 
 
Rachel  Don’t listen to him, Rex. Now you tell us how you got here, son. 
 
Rex Well, momma, it’s like this - when I was just a lil’ bitty baby my real 

mom and dad set me adrift in that cot on the Mediterranean Sea. I 
drifted for years and years until you found me. 

 
Solly  I likely story. Rachel, ask him how he ate. 
 
Rex  I was fed fish and water by a friendly penguin, pop. 
 
Solly  Nice alliteration, kid. But I’m telling you, Rachel, that boy is a weirdo. 
 
Rachel  Now Rex. You leave him be. 
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Rex (Happily) Oh, it’s alright, momma. I guess I do look kinda funny at 
times. You see, I got a genetic disorder. 

 
Solly  A what! 
 
Rex  A genetic disorder. 
 
Solly (Moving away) Is it contagious? Rachel, don’t touch him. Look! His 

hair just winked at me. Did you see that? 
 
Rachel That’s no way to speak to our son, Solly. Now you tell me, Rex. What 

is this genetic disorder? 
 
Rex Oh, shucks, mom. It aint nothin’ much. My body just does some 

strange things at times, is all. 
 
Rachel  Tell us about it, son. 
 
Rex  Okay, momma, I will. 
 
Rex does the whole song with a big smile on his face as if he was incredibly happy 
about it. Solly and Rachel march on the spot during the choruses and every time the 
word ‘disorder’ is repeated in the chorus all of the characters hit themselves in the 
side of the head with their right hand. 
 
Song # 2 The Genetic Disorder Song 
 
Sung by Rex Oedipus 
 
(Chorus) 
 
I just caught a genetic disorder 
I just scored a rare genetic disease 
I just caught a genetic disorder   disorder   disorder   disorder 
Just scored a rare genetic disease. 
 
Yesterday I noticed that my bottom had caved in 
I had to get my mum to put a plunger on the skin 
Later when I coughed I found my tonsils on the ground 
My leg is turning sideways and my dickie-bird is upside down -coz  (Chorus) 
 
I think my nose is fraternising with my upper lip 
I gotta grow a mo to stop ‘em kissing while I sleep 
My eyes keep turning inwards I keep looking at my brain 
Which is really very pleasant if you're into constant pain- coz  (Chorus) 
 
My belly button disappeared and surfaced on my shoe 
My colon started sneezing, now my anus has the flu 
The skin beneath my armpits's getting tighter all the time 
Now every time I raise my arms I  nearly crack my spine- It's murder! (Chorus) 
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My nipples keep on jumping off and running up the walls 
And arguing and tangling and playing tug-o-war 
One nipple wants to lactate and start suckling small things 
The second one thinks likewise but the third one disagrees 
 
My heart has taken up the drums, my spleen is on the bass 
My lungs have started wearing tights and taken up ballet 
My tongue is in love with my throat and keeps on trying to court her 
My left ear thinks it's Charlton Heston and keeps saying: 'Why I oughta!' 
 
I just caught a genetic disorder 
I just scored a rare genetic disease 
I just caught a genetic disorder   disorder   disorder   disorder 
Just scored a rare genetic 
That’s deeper than cosmetic 
I caught a rare genetic 
Costs a fortune in prosthetics 
I scored a rare genetic 
Do you find this pathetic? 
I just scored a rare genetic disease. 
 
Solly Well, that makes me feel a whole lot better, I can tell ya. Come on, kid, 

we got a movie to make. I hope you can operate a camera. 
 
Rex  Why is that, pop? 
 
Solly Why? Why he asks? What is it with this kid and the questions? I’ll tell 

you why, because the Greek Gods who live on Mount Olympus are 
planning a surprise for the king of the Gods, Zeus. I don’t know what it 
is yet, but I got a feeling it’s gonna be big and we gotta cover it, so 
break a leg. 

 
Rex reaches down to his leg as if he is going to break it. Solly stops him. 
 
Solly Kid! Kid! It’s a figure of speech, for cryin’ out loud! Will you get outta 

here? 
 
Rex  Okay, pop. 
 
Rex exits, stage left. 
 
Solly  (As he leaves, looking to the heavens) Oi! 
 
Solly exits, stage left as song # 3 begins. Six Gods come marching on from stage right. 
During the song, each step forward for his or her verse while the rest remain still. As 
each chorus comes up, they all march on the spot looking very serious. All of the 
Gods wear togas but each has a distinguishing piece of apparel. Dionysus wears an 
Acubra hat and wears stubbies under his toga. He sings and speaks like an Aussie; 
Aphrodite is a very large woman - the more voluptuous the better. She has flowers in 
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her hair, carries a hand mirror and speaks with a husky, sexy voice. Athena has big, 
thick, horn-rimmed glasses. She is very plain and carries a large encyclopaedia. She 
speaks with a cultivated accent. Artemis carries a bow with some arrows in a quiver 
on her back. She, like Athena is well spoken. She is also an aggressive feminist. 
Hermes has a winged helmet on his head and wings on his heels and carries a 
caduceus, (a rod entwined with two serpents). His speech patterns and accent is 
erratic because his emotions change all the time. Poseidon has an eski and a fishing 
cap and is an Aussie, like Dionysus. 
 
Song # 3 We Are the Gods of Mount Olympus 
 
Sung by Dionysus, Aphrodite, Minerva, Artemis, Poseidon and Hermes 
 
We are the Gods of Mount Olympus 
 
I am Dionysus I like good wine 
I drink ambrosia all of the time 
If your having a party just give us a call 
I’ll come and throw up in your hall 
 
We are the Gods of Mount Olympus 
 
People call me Aphrodite  
My appetite for men is mighty 
The goddess of love just give me a call 
Double one double five and I’m yours. 
 
We are the Gods of Mount Olympus 
 
My name is Artemis and I am a feminist 
See you in court if you try to look up my dress 
I am in charge of the hunt and the moon 
And my undies are made of raccoon 
 
We are the Gods of Mount Olympus 
 
I am Athena and I am a nerd 
Of my reputation you’ve probably heard 
I’m the Goddess of Wisdom. I read lots of books 
But I’m not much when it comes to good looks. 
 
We are the Gods of Mount Olympus 
 
My name is Hermes. The Messenger God 
A mercurial, changeable sort of a sod 
One minute I’m happy, next minute I’m sad 
Then for no reason I get really mad!  
 
We are the Gods of Mount Olympus 
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I am Poseidon- the God of the Sea 
As for fisherman there are none better than me 
Dine in, take away and also for a fee 
I’ll do home delivery 
(Spoken) Only within a restricted area but 
 
We are the Gods of Mount Olympus 
 
At the conclusion of the song Aphrodite moves upstage where she admires herself in 
her hand mirror. Hermes stands like a statue with his arms folded, downstage left. He 
bears a serious expression. Poseidon gets two cans out of his eski. He hands one to 
Dionysus and takes one for himself. 
 
Dionysus Righto gang, what’s the story? What does mum wanna talk to us 

about? 
 
Athena  I believe it has something to do with Papa. 
 
Dionysus (Mimicking her) Something to do with Papa? Geez you talk funny, 

Athena. Didn’t we go to the same school? You went to Mount 
Olympus High, didn’t ya? 

 
Athena  No, I went to a Private school. 
 
Dionysus Oh, well there you go. That explains it. You listenin’ to this Poseidon? 

Send your kids to a private school and they come back talkin’ funny. 
 
Poseidon Thanks DD. Good tip. I’ll take it under advisement. 
 
Artemis You two have got to be joking.  
 
Dionysus/ (In unison) What? 
Poseidon 
 
Artemis How dare you two buffoons criticise the way Athena talks. She speaks 

perfect English... 
 
Dionysus Oh, well there you go. There’s your problem - we’re supposed to be 

Greek. 
 
Dionysus laughs at his own joke and nudges Poseidon. 
 
Poseidon (Sharing the joke) Good one, DD. Good one. 
 
Artemis ...unlike you two yobbos. Especially you, Dionysus. You’re just like 

the moon, at various stages of full most of the time. 
 
Dionysus Hey hey hey, settle down. I am the God of Wine and ecstasy you 

know. I wouldn’t be doin’ me job if I was always sober. 
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Dionysus holds up his can of ambrosia for a toast. 
 
Dionysus Cheers. 
 
Poseidon (Holding up his can) Cheers. 
 
Athena He is, I think, Artemis, referring to the annual spring festival, 

otherwise known as the Festival of Dionysus, of which he is the patron. 
 
Dionysus Hear! hear! (Holding up his can) Cheers! 
 
Poseidon (Holding up his can) Cheers! 
 
Dionysus and Poseidon both take another swig of ambrosia. 
 
Artemis (Sarcastic) Oh, yes, I remember now - The Festival of Dionysus. 

That’s the name given to the yearly debauch where a bunch of drunken 
men dress up and act out plays. They even dress up as women, Athena. 

 
Athena  Yes, so I hear. How peculiar. 
 
Artemis No women allowed. Even though there are lots of women’s parts in the 

plays. 
 
Dionysus Oh, come on, fair suck of the sauce bottle. I’m not havin’ a pack of 

sheilas at me festival. 
 
Poseidon Too right! 
 
Dionysus It’s a tradition - like a beer and prawn night. 
 
Poseidon Hear! Hear!! 
 
Dionysus Something ‘ll come of it too. You wait ‘n see.  
 
Poseidon My oath. 
 
Dionysus I think I’ll call it - Drama. 
 
Poseidon (Toasting him) Nice one, DD. 
 
Artemis Will you shut up, Poseidon. Dionysus, Athena and I have had quite 

enough of this sexist clap-trap. Come, sister, let us leave these two 
heathens to their gross male bonding. We shall move elsewhere and 
await our mother’s arrival. 

 
Athena  Let’s shall, sister. Let’s shall. 
 
Artemis and Athena move upstage centre with their noses high in the air. 
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Dionysus (In a stage whisper to Poseidon) She’s a virgin. 
 
Artemis (Shouting) I heard that! 
 
Poseidon Hey, DD, I thought we ate ambrosia and drank nectar. 
 
Dionysus Yeah, we did, but I got the two rolled into one. That way you don’t 
  have to waste good drinkin’ time, eatin’. 
 
Poseidon Good one, son. Good one. 
 
Dionysus (Nudging Poseidon) Hey, Herpes! 
 
Dionysus and Poseidon have a laugh at Hermes’ expense.. 
 
Hermes (Angrily) That’s Hermes! 
 
Dionysus Hey, listen, you’re the messenger God aren’t ya? 
 
Hermes What of it? 
 
Dionysus Well, come on, what’s the good oil? Why does the old cheese wanna 

talk to us? 
 
Hermes (Calmly) Are you referring to Hera, the queen of the Gods, sister and 

wife to our great father Zeus? 
 
Dionysus (To Poseidon) Get us another ambrosia will ya, son. (To Hermes) Er, 

yeah, that’d be her. What’s the story? 
 
Hermes (Suddenly bursting into tears) Apparently there are some people 

coming to visit us. 
 
Hermes sobs uncontrollably. 
 
Poseidon (Opening another can) What’s up with ‘im? 
 
Dionysus Ah, he can’t help it. He’s like that Roman bloke, Mercury. He’s 

mercurial, like quicksilver, you know? Emotionally unstable. It’s in the 
genes. Dad passed it on. 

 
Poseidon How’d that happen? 
 
Dionysus Well, what’d you reckon. Mum is dad’s wife and his sister... 
 
Poseidon So? 
 
Dionysus Think about it. That means our mum is also our auntie. The blood’s too 

close. That can cause abnormalities. Too many hormones. 
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Poseidon Oh, right. 
 
Dionysus Plus, you don’t get quite as many presents at Christmas. 
 
Poseidon Do we celebrate Christmas yet? 
 
Dionysus Not yet, no. 
 
Dionysus takes a swig of his ambrosia. Poseidon appears to be thinking about what 
Dionysus has just said. 
 
Poseidon We’re alright but? 
 
Dionysus What? 
 
Poseidon We’re alright but? 
 
Dionysus (As if suddenly understanding what has been said to him) Oh, struth 

yeah. No worries, well... apart from your fish problem. 
 
Poseidon (Alarmed) You wouldn’t tell no-one about that? 
 
Dionysus Struth no. Hey, no way brother. (Placing his hand on his heart) By all 

that is sacred in cricket. Your secret’s safe with me. 
 
Poseidon Good on ya, pal. 
 
Again they drink. 
 
Dionysus So there are a few blokes turnin’ up are there, Herpes? 
 
Hermes (Angrily) Hermes! 
 
Dionysus Whatever. 
 
Hermes (Really happily and enthusiastically) Yes. There are several people 

coming. Two women and three men. 
 
Aphrodite (Moving hurriedly downstage) Men? Men? Did someone say men? 

Men are coming? Did someone say men? 
 
Dionysus Cripes, settle down Aphrodite. Yeah, apparently there’s three of ‘em. 
 
Aphrodite (Speaking to herself- salaciously) Three men! Not just one or two but 

three men are ...coming. 
 
Dionysus (To Poseidon) Poor bastards. 
 
Artemis I heard that! 
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Aphrodite When? When? When are these three men ... coming? 
 
Dionysus Struth, I dunno, sis. Hang on, here comes mum. She’ll set us straight. 
 
A fanfare rises in the background. 
 
Hermes Ladies and gentlemen; Gods and Goddesses; inhabitants of Mount 

Olympus... 
 
Dionysus (To Poseidon) That’s gotta cover just about everybody. There’s only 

six of us here. 
 
Dionysus and Poseidon have another laugh and drink more ambrosia. 
 
Hermes Would you welcome please, the stately, the magnificent, the beautiful 

wife and sister of Zeus, our mother, and auntie, the Queen of the Gods 
- Hera! 

 
Hermes bursts into hilarious laughter. There is applause from the Goddesses. 
Dionysus and Poseidon chip in with ‘Good on ya mum’ and ‘Nice one, auntie’ as 
Hera enters. She is a very tall, stately woman with a rather stern face and stiff 
countenance. Her general demeanour does not suggest good humour. She moves 
downstage centre. The Goddesses cluster around her, anxious to hear the latest news. 
Hermes remains downstage left. When Hera speaks it is with a strident, very carefully 
articulated voice. 
 
Hera  Children, gather around. 
 
Poseidon We are. 
 
Dionysus and Poseidon chuckle like schoolboys. They continue to drink ambrosia 
throughout the next section. 
 
Hera I have some news for you, children. Your father is to be accorded a 

great honour. A film crew is making its way to Mount Olympus. Your 
father has been chosen as the guest for...(Pausing for effect) ‘This is 
Your Life’! 

 
There is much excitement among the Goddesses. (They don’t get many visitors). 
Dionysus and Poseidon listen in with mild interest but are mainly interested in their 
ambrosia. 
 
Hera Don’t ask me why he is being accorded this honour, considering his 

behaviour. However, that aside, no-one is to breathe a word of this to 
Zeus. I must stress this. 

 
There is vigorous head shaking from all of the Goddesses but no reaction from 
Dionysus or Poseidon who continue drinking. 
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Hera The producer told me that it must be a surprise. If Zeus gets word of it 
before hand, his reaction won’t be natural when the host sneaks up on 
him. 

 
Athena  Who is hosting it, mother? 
 
Hera  (With contained excitement) Well there is some good news there, girls. 
 
The Goddesses draw a little closer to Hera in anticipation. 
 
Hera The host of the show is to be... the Roman God of the underworld - 

Pluto! 
 
Aphrodite and Athena become very excited. Artemis looks displeased and Dionysus 
and Poseidon are in the process of drinking when Hera makes this announcement and 
both involuntarily spray ambrosia out of their mouths. They are outraged. 
 
Dionysus Aw, come of it, mum! You gotta be jokin’! 
 
Poseidon Aw, fair go! Not that ponce! 
 
Aphrodite (Dreamy eyed and wandering off, stage right.) I don’t believe it. The 

devil; the devil is ... coming. And three men. Three men and the Devil 
are ... coming. I must go and make up and change my toga. 

 
Aphrodite hurries off, stage right. 
 
Dionysus (Shouting after her) Buy an exercise bike! 
 
Dionysus and Poseidon have another laugh and crack another can. 
 
Athena  Is he really as cute as they say, mother? 
 
Hera  (Confidentially) Well, to be honest... 
 
Athena cranes her neck to listen. 
 
Hera  He’s better. He is, I believe what you would call... a real hunk. 
 
Once again, Athena gets excited. 
 
Dionysus This is makin’ me feel ill! 
 
Poseidon You gotta be jokin’ mum. Pluto’s a drongo. He looks like one of them 

imitation Elvis blokes. 
 
Artemis Loathe though I am to agree with my brothers, Hera, I must here 

concur with my siblings. 
 
Poseidon (To Dionysus) What’d she say? 
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Artemis Why do we have to have a man hosting the show? Why not have a 

woman? And Athena, I’m surprised at you, going all a twitter over a 
man. I expect that sort of behaviour from Aphrodite, but from you? 

 
Athena Sorry, sister, but we don’t get too many men around here. And Pluto is 

so yummy. I have his poster pinned to my cloud. 
 
Dionysus Well, there you go, Poseidon. It’s no bloody wonder the Roman Gods 

have got us on the run - the Greek Goddess of wisdom’s got a picture 
of the Roman God of Hell on her cloud. 

 
Poseidon (Shaking his head) Unbelievable. Friggin’ unbelievable. 
 
Dionysus Speakin’ of which, why are they usin’ a Roman God? What’s wrong 

with our bloke? What’s wrong with good old Hades? 
 
The Goddesses turn up their noses at this idea and collectively voice their 
disapproval. 
 
Hera  Really, Dionysus, Hades is about as appealing as a wet fish. 
 
Poseidon Hey, watch it. 
 
Athena  Mother is right, Dionysus, Hades is a...what do you call them... a nerd. 
 
Dionysus That’s the pot callin’ the kettle black.  
 
Athena  Really. How rude! 
 
Dionysus And have you seen his dog, Cerberus? It’s a Tasmanian dog- it’s got 

three heads. 
 
Hera What ever the case may be I will expect you all to be courteous to him 

and treat him as you would any other guest. Do I make myself clear, 
children? 

 
All  (In unison) Yes, mother. 
 
Poseidon (To Dionysus) Why do I feel like I’m in ‘The Sound of Music’ all of a 

sudden? 
 
Hera Very well. Now off you go, children. The film crew will be arriving 

shortly. 
 
Athena and Artemis exit, stage right.  
 
Hera You too, Hermes. We won’t need any heralding for a while. The fewer 

people your father knows are here, the better. 
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Hermes (Suddenly very nervous. Wringing his hands. Looking around 
anxiously, almost stammering) Okay, mum. If you say so. 

 
Hermes exits, stage left. 
 
Poseidon Man, has that guy got problems. (Suddenly struck by a thought) Hey, 

struth! What time is it? 
 
Dionysus AD.ish. Why? 
 
Poseidon I just remembered, I got a gig in a flick. 
 
Dionysus What, a movie? 
 
Poseidon Yeah. 
 
Dionysus Well done, old son. What’s the movie? 
 
Poseidon The Poseidon Adventure 
 
Dionysus Good one. 
 
Poseidon Yeah, well, when I heard the name of it I figured I had a better than 

average chance at the casting. It’s a big job but. I gotta capsize an 
ocean liner. Listen, I’ll cop ya later. Don’t do anything ill advised in 
me absence. 

 
Dionysus No worries, son. 
 
Poseidon See ya, auntie. I’ll be back before the show. 
 
Hera  Very well, but see that you are. 
 
Dionysus (As Poseidon is about to leave.) Hey, Poseidon, who’s the best leg 

spinner of all time? 
 
Dionysus/ (In unison) Mattiah Muralitharan .... Not! 
Poseidon 
 
Dionysus and Poseidon laugh and give each other the thumbs up. 
 
Poseidon (As he is leaving, shouting over his shoulder) Shane Warne is the man. 
 
Dionysus (Watching Poseidon leave with admiration) What a great guy. 
 
Hera You’ve just given me an idea. We’ll need to come up with a story to 

tell Zeus to explain why so many people are about the place. We’ve 
got guests coming in from everywhere and he’s bound to get 
suspicious. I can manage to hide most of them, except for Jupiter and 
Juno, that is. Jupiter will expect the run of the place as usual ... 
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Dionysus Aw no, not Jupiter and his stupid wife. 
 
Hera  He is the king of the Roman Gods, Dionysus. Show some respect. 
 
Dionysus He’s a thug. 
 
Hera Be that as it may, he is to be our guest and you will treat him 

accordingly. 
 
Dionysus (Resignedly) Yeah, righto. 
 
Hera Now, as I was saying, I can hide most of the guests but the film crew is 

a problem because they will need to set up prior to the show, so, you 
will spread the word around that a cricket match is scheduled to be 
played between the Greek and Roman Gods and that it is to be 
televised. That should do it. That will explain Jupiter, Juno and Pluto, 
as well as the film crew. Not a bad plan if I do say so myself.  

 
While she has been speaking Dionysus has been dipping his glass into the urn of 
ambrosia and has been throwing down a few for the road. 
 
Hera  Dionysus have you been listening to me? 
 
Dionysus Yeah yeah. Cricket match. I heard ya. 
 
Hera Well, go on then, put your drink down and off you go. Spread the 

word.  
 
Dionysus begins to exit, stage right, but does not relinquish his drink. He is a little 
unsteady on his feet due to the ambrosia. 
 
Hera  And Dionysus (Pointing her finger at him) Be polite. 
 
Dionysus gives her the thumbs up over his shoulder as he exits. He is still drinking. 
 
Hera Sometimes I wonder where I went wrong with that boy. Now where is 

that husband of mine? 
 
A rousing fanfare is sounded (possibly the Twentieth Century Fox theme). A young 
man enters, stage right. He wears a white suit and is very good looking He carries a 
golf bag full of clubs. He has made his way to downstage right by the time the fanfare 
has finished. He stands there, smiling broadly, looking out over the audience. He 
continues to smile abundantly throughout the time he is on stage. Hera looks at him 
for a moment after the fanfare has ceased. 
 
Hera  (Aggressively) You’re not my husband. 
 
Caddie  No ma’m. 
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Hera  Well, where is he then? 
 
A small, scrawny man in a grass stained toga comes scurrying in from stage right 
holding his laurel wreath on so that it does not fall off. His overall appearance must 
accentuate how little he is by contrast to his large, overbearing wife. Towards her, he 
is servile and when he speaks to her, it is with a relatively high pitched voice. He is 
obviously scared stiff of her (the typically hen-pecked husband). He speaks like a well 
educated Englishman. 
 
Zeus  (Puffing) Here I am, dear. 
 
Hera So, there you are. (Motioning towards the boy with the golf clubs) Who 

is this? 
 
Zeus He’s my caddie, dearest. I just got in a quick nine holes at Mount 

Cithaeron. He didn’t say anything, did he? 
 
Hera  Why is he dressed like that? 
 
Zeus  He has his high school formal on tonight. Did he say anything? 
 
Hera  As a matter of fact he did. 
 
Zeus  (Looking reproachfully at the boy) Damn! 
 
Hera  What’s the matter. 
 
Zeus He’s only down as an extra. That makes him a fifty-worder. We have 

to pay him at a higher rate now. That’s why the little bugger’s smiling. 
(In a stage whisper into the boy’s ear) Now, exit hastily and don’t 
mention a word about that young woman on the ninth green. 

 
The caddie does not move. Instead, he continues to smile and holds his hand out, palm 
up. Hera has moved away. She turns and speaks with great authority. 
 
Hera  Zeus! 
 
Zeus  (Scurrying to her) Yes, my petal? 
 
Hera  I have some news for you  
 
Zeus  Yes, my sweet? 
 
Hera A film crew is coming today to televise a special one-day cricket 

match between the Greek Gods and the Roman Gods. 
 
Zeus  I wasn’t told about that. 
 
Hera  Obviously not or I wouldn’t be telling you now. 
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Zeus  (To himself) I’ll get Dionysus for that. He never tells me anything. 
 
Hera There is no need to blame anyone for anything, Zeus. It was a last 

minute arrangement that is all. 
 
Zeus  Yes, dear. 
 
Hera Now, Jupiter will no doubt be arriving soon, so do try to be nice. Last 

time they came over you got drunk and tried to kiss his wife. 
 
Zeus  (To himself) I wasn’t that drunk. 
 
Hera And go and change your toga. You’ve got grass stains all over that one. 

What were you doing - rolling around on the grass or something? 
 
Zeus looks decidedly uncomfortable and guilty. 
 
Caddie  Yes, ma’m. 
 
Hera  What? What did he say? 
 
Zeus  (Alarmed) What are you still doing here? 
 
Hera  Did you say that my husband was rolling in the grass? 
 
Zeus hurries over to the caddie putting his hand in his toga as he does so. 
He is obviously covering something up. He feigns joviality as he produces some 
money and surreptitiously places it into the caddie’s upturned palm. 
 
Zeus No, no. He was just varying the line he had earlier. Weren’t you? He 

said it in the wrong place, that’s all. Didn’t you? It should be, ‘No, 
ma’m’, shouldn’t it? Instead of ‘Yes, ma’m’. 

 
The caddie says nothing but continues to stand there, smiling. Zeus reluctantly 
searches his pockets for more money. He finds it and slaps it into the boy’s still 
upturned palm. 
 
Caddie  (Pocketing the money) Yes, ma’m. 
 
Zeus (Looking towards his wife and smiling whilst shoving the caddie off 

stage right) There’s a good lad. You deserved that tip. Now off you go 
and have a good time at the formal.  

 
Having pushed the boy off stage he continues to wave after him. 
 
Zeus  (Shouting to off stage) And don’t worry about me, I only fell over on 

the grass once but now I’m fine. Please don’t be concerned. 
 
Zeus turns around somewhat sheepishly to meet the stony face of his wife. 
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Zeus   (With a little wave) Hello, dear. 
 
Hera  You are not fooling anyone, Zeus. I am very well aware of your little 

peccadillos. 
 
Zeus   I have not got little peccadillos. 
 
Hera  Good Gods! A Goddess would have to be a fool not to know what 

you’ve been up to. 
 
Zeus   What do you mean, blossom. You’re the only girl for me. 
 
Hera  Oh, come of it, you amorous little lecher. Half the world is populated 

by your off-spring. What about the time you turned yourself into a 
shaft of light to get into Andromeda’s chamber, or the time you turned 
that girl, Io, into a heifer so you could flirt with her without me 
knowing. What did you do this time? Turn yourself into Johnny Depp 
again, so you could play a round or two with a young woman? 

 
Zeus   (To himself) It works for Johnny. 
 
Hera  I’m warning you, Zeus, if you continue these infidelities I shall 

seriously consider a divorce. 
 
Zeus   (To himself- under his breath) No such luck. 
 
Hera   What was that? 
 
Zeus   I said, ‘That would suck’, dear. 
 
Hera  As your sister, of course I’m bound to encourage you to enjoy yourself, 

but as your wife, I simply cannot abide by it. So, if it happens again, 
that’s it. I may just leave you for another God. There are other 
attractive Gods about, you know? Gods that have, on occasion, given 
me secret clues that they might find me attractive. 

 
Zeus   (To himself) ‘Might’ is a very big word. (To Hera) Like whom, dear? 
 
Hera   Like Pluto for one. 
 
Zeus   Pluto? (Under his breath) He’s an argument against evolution. 
 
Hera  Say what you will, I have no time for it now. I must prepare for our 

guests. I suggest that you do the same. Go and change your toga. 
 
Hera exits, stage right. 
 
Zeus  Confound it - in trouble again. I can’t get away with anything. Me - 

Zeus, the King and father of all the Gods. I should be in the God’s 
house, instead, I’m in the dog’s house. My life is dyslexic. Or is it 
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lysdexic? Constant pressure - that’s what I’m under. How am I 
supposed to control the world’s problems when I can’t even control my 
wife? I know I shouldn’t be unfaithful, but it’s only the pressure of 
marriage that makes me do it. And really, it’s not my fault. It’s not my 
fault at all. It’s just that I am a highly sensual type of a God - I can’t 
help myself. Can I help what I am?  

 
Song # 4 Mean Woman Blues 
 
Sung by Zeus 
 
I ain’t worried about the welfare of this world 
I got enough trouble with my old girl 
My old lady keeps treatin’ me mean. 
 
Well the rain clouds come and the rain clouds go 
The blues gives way to rock ‘n’ roll 
But my old lady, she keeps treatin’ me mean. 
 
Well, I ain’t always a good boy and I know that’s true 
I deserve the treatment I get, behaving the way that I do 
But, you see those little ladies, they love the King of the Gods 
It’s just one of the perks of the job. 
 
So, I ain’t worried about the welfare of this world 
I got enough trouble keepin’ my old girl 
My old lady keeps treatin’ me mean. 
 
Well, now this old song, it ain’t nothin’ new 
I’m just another Greek God with them mean woman blues 
So I sip my ambrosia, I sing this song 
And hope something good comes along. 
 
 
Because the rain clouds come and the rain clouds go 
The blues gives way to rock ‘n’ roll 
But my old lady, she keeps treatin’ me mean. 
(Ain’t nothin I can do about it) 
My old lady, she keeps treatin’ me mean. 
(Ain’t nothin’ but the blues, boy) 
My old lady, she keeps treatin’ me mean. 
 
At the song’s conclusion a beautiful young woman in a short dress enters, stage left. 
She is carrying a beauty case and is very made up. Zeus has not yet seen her. She 
speaks like a real bimbo from the western suburbs of Sydney. The inflection goes up at 
the end of most of her sentences. 
 
Make-up Excuse me... 
 
Zeus turns around and does a double take. 
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Make-up ... but I was wondering if you could help me. 
 
Zeus   (Hurrying over to her) Undoubtedly. 
 
Make-up Oh good because I‘ve never been to Mount Olympus before. I’m with 
the film crew. 
 
Zeus  (Standing quite close to her) Oh, really. How interesting. Are you the 

star of the show? The commentator, perhaps? 
 
Make-up (Laughing and hitting him lightly with her hand) No, you silly boy, 

look ... (holding up her beauty case)... I’m Make-up. 
 
Zeus   (Overly flattering) Oh, no, you can’t be. With a face like that, you must 
be in front of the camera. 
 
Make-up (Again lightly hitting him) Oh, you. 
 
Zeus   But tell me, why do they need make-up for a cricket match? 
 
Make-up Cricket match? Why you silly thing, I’m not here for a cricket match. 
 
Zeus   You’re not? 
 
Make-up No, I’m here for ‘This is Your Life’. We’re doing Zeus this week. 
 
Zeus   (Realising the truth) I see. 
 
Make-up You haven’t seen him anywhere have you? 
 
Zeus  I tell you what, why don’t you come with me up to my secret chamber 

and we’ll try to find him. 
 
Make-up (Happily) Okay. Do you know what he looks like. 
 
Zeus takes her by the arm and begins to guide her off stage, right. 
 
Zeus   Yes, he looks very much like Johnny Depp. 
 
Make-up Really? I love Johnny Depp! 
 
Zeus   Yes, I thought perhaps you might. 
 
They exit, stage right. 
 
V/O (Solly) Watch out with the equipment, for God’s sake! 
 
Solly and Rachel Oedipus enter, stage left. 
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Rachel  Take it easy on him, Solly. He’s just a boy. 
 
Rex enters, stage left struggling with a video camera. His face is green and he is still 
dressed in a nappy and the same t-shirt. He moves downstage left where he remains 
for the next section with a stupid grin on his face for the entire time. 
 
Solly  (Looking at Rex) You call that a boy? What a disappointment. Death 

would be an improvement. 
 
Rachel  Solly Oedipus, the things you say! 
 
Rex drops a piece of equipment crashing to the floor. 
 
Solly   Will you take it easy! That’s the only equipment we have left! 
 
Rex  Sorry, pop, but my fingers are playin’ musical chairs. Now I can’t find 

my thumb. 
 
Solly   Yeah? Well I can tell you where it probably is... 
 
Rachel  Solly! 
 
Solly  ... or at least where it belongs. And what’s this with the green skin 

again? Always with the green skin. Yesterday he had no legs. The day 
before that his brain was visible. 

 
Rachel  Please, Solly, try to be patient. 
 
Solly  Patient? Are you kidding? He’s the only patient there should be around 

here - a mental patient! I tell you, Rachel that kid is a jinx. We’ve only 
had him for six months and look what’s happened. We get canned by 
MGM and now we’re working in television. 

 
Rachel  Solly, don’t even say it. 
 
Solly  Don’t even say it? Rachel, what are you talking about - it’s happened! I 

can’t believe it - Solly and Rachel Oedipus reduced to producing ‘This 
is Your Life’. I mean, have you seen that show lately? They’re running 
out of people to honour. They get younger people on every week. Last 
week was some smuck who was no more than thirty years old. Pretty 
soon they’ll be surprising babies at birth. 

 
Rachel  Now, Solly... 
 
Solly  There they’ll be with the red book and as the kid comes out, the 

compere will slap him on the butt with it and present the book to him. 
 
Rachel  Solly... 
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Solly  Next, it’ll be foetuses and they won’t call it ‘This is Your life’ any 
more, they’ll call it: ‘This Will Be Your Life’. 

 
Rachel  Cheer up, Solly, we could have ended up working on The Bachelor. 
 
Solly  At least that has scenery. (Pointing to Rex) Just look at him, Rachel. 

Our son- a walking advertisement for euthanasia.  
 
Rex suddenly panics. 
 
Rex   Mommy, mommy, I think I just swallowed my lungs! 
 
Rachel  But, Rex, your lungs are inside you. 
 
Rex   (Suddenly smiling) I know. That’s ‘cos I just swallowed ‘em. 
 
Solly  Let’s face it, the kid’s an idiot. We scored a lemon. (Getting down to 

work) Okay, okay, let’s get on with it. (Looking around) So we 
surprise Zeus here (standing centre stage) the guests will enter here 
(pointing to stage right) and will be seated over here and here (pointing 
to stage right and left) and the chorus will be upstage. (Yelling to off 
stage left) Okay, bring in the chorus for a quick briefing! 

 
Between eight and twelve characters in togas enter from stage left. They stand in a 
straight line, centre stage. Scurrying on last is a character in a full penguin suit. 
 
Solly  Wait a minute! Wait a minute! Wait a minute! What’s with the 

costume? 
 
The chorus members, including the penguin, all look around to see who he means. 
 
Solly   You, in the penguin suit! 
 
The penguin points to himself. 
 
Solly   Yes, you, you numbskull. What’s with the penguin outfit? 
 
Penguin (Speaking very correctly - like a Shakespearian actor from an English 

repertory company) My name is Thespis and I have a theory. 
 
Solly   Is that right? Just what I need - a penguin with a theory. 
 
Thespis Yes. You see, my theory is that if one member stands out of the chorus 

and speaks independently of it, then that would allow him to make an 
individual speech and interact with the chorus. Later, other actors could 
also speak independently of the chorus and meaningful dialogue could 
thus be achieved. 

 
The other chorus members nod their heads and applaud in general agreement. 
Comments like: ‘Yeah- could work’; ‘Good idea, Thespis’ etc 
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Solly  Interesting theory. Lose the suit. You will all be upstage on two tiers. 

Remember, it’s an early call - be back here in twelve hours. Come on, 
Rachel (Pointing to the back of the auditorium) let’s hide the cameras 
up there. Rex, you stay here and bother someone else. That’s a wrap 
for now, people. 

 
Thespis Excuse me, are we not going to practice the introductory song? 
 
Solly   What? On this budget? Give me a break. That’s a wrap! 
 
Solly and Rachel take the video camera from Rex and exit, stage left. The chorus 
remains in the same place. 
 
Thespis (To Rex) Excuse me, sir, but are you feeling alright? 
 
Rex   I’m fine. 
 
Thespis It’s just that you look a bit green around the gills. Doesn’t he, 

gentlemen? 
 
The chorus nod their heads in agreement. 
 
Rex   Oh, that aint nothin’. I got a genetic disorder, is all. 
 
Thespis You have a what? 
 
Reprise- The Genetic Disorder Song (Last chorus only) 
 
During the reprise the chorus sing the reply, march on the spot and hit the side of 
their heads on the word ‘disorder’ in the same way that Solly and Rachel did earlier. 
At the song’s conclusion, Rex once again stands, downstage left, grinning like an 
idiot. 
 
Penguin You know, that is a very catchy tune. Come, gentlemen, we have 
twelve hours. Let us adjourn to the Roman baths. 
 
The chorus exit, stage left, nodding and raising a general hubbub in agreement. 
Comments like: ‘Good one, Pengy’ and ‘Way to go, buddy’ etc. Aphrodite and Athena 
enter, stage right. Athena carries a rolled up poster. 
 
Athena  Is he here, yet? Is Pluto here? 
 
Aphrodite (Lasciviously) I’m sure he will be ... coming soon. I can’t wait for him 

to ... come. 
 
Athena I’m going to get him to sign my poster. Did you know he was Cleo’s 

God of the Month last month, sister? 
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Aphrodite (Almost frantic) No! I didn’t know! Why wasn’t I told! (Grabbing the 
poster and unravelling it) Let me see! Let me see! (Placing her hand 
on her chest) Oh, my Gods - he’s adorable! I must have him. 

 
Athena Be careful with my poster, Aphrodite. (Noticing Rex) Oh, look! What 

is that! It’s disgusting! 
 
Aphrodite Is it a man? 
 
Athena  Do you smell something? 
 
V/O (Solly) Rex, get up here. Rachel- diaper change! 
 
Rex exits, stage left. As he does so the introduction to a song begins. Enter, stage left, 
Pluto. He has slicked back hair, side levers, sunglasses, a black sparkly tight fitting 
outfit, (collar up, his shirt open to his navel to expose his hairy chest); he wears 
flares, alligator shoes and an abundance of gold jewellery. He looks like Elvis in his 
later days but his figure is much more trim. When he walks it is with an exaggerated 
strut. He brings in Cerberus, a three headed dog with snaky hair. Cerberus remains 
downstage left. Throughout Pluto’s song the two Goddesses are beside themselves 
with excitement. Athena clutches her poster and screams occasionally. Aphrodite can 
only drool and dribble throughout the song. Her tongue hangs out of her head, her 
face quivers and at times she holds her chest and looks as though she is going to have 
a heart attack. 
 
Song # 5 Pluto the Cool 
 
Sung by Pluto 
 
Hey, little ladies, I’m incredibly cool 
Way down in Hades I’m the front page news 
I got a dead alligator for my dancing shoes 
I am the best looking guy in the world today. 
 
It’s your lucky day, ladies- I am here 
My arms got bangles and my chest got hair 
Hey, little ladies, I’m incredibly cool 
Way down in Hades I’m the front page news 
I got a dead alligator for my dancing shoes 
I am the best looking guy in the world today. 
 
And, babes, it’s true 
That I’m a happenin’ dude 
That I am a real cool frood. 
 
My name is Pluto- Pluto the cool 
Please while you’re looking at me try not to drool 
Well, it’s your lucky day, ladies- I am here 
My arms got bangles and my chest got hair 
I said ‘Hup, little ladies now, I’m a happening dude’ 
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I said ‘Hup, little ladies now, in my dancing shoes’ 
Hey, girls, if you want a piece you’ll have to queue 
 
‘Cos I am  a real cool dude 
Yes, I’m a happenin’ frood 
I am a real cool dude 
I am just so cool. 
Oh- ice! 
 
At the song’s conclusion the two Goddesses crowd either side of Pluto. Athena has a 
pen and is seeking his autograph. Aphrodite stands very close to him and stares at 
him with her mouth open. He is completely self possessed; the very biggest of big 
heads. He speaks with a cool American accent. When Cerberus’ heads talk, it is with 
a London Cockney accent. 
 
Athena  Excuse me, Pluto, would you please sign my poster? 
 
Pluto   (Signing the poster) Certainly, ladies, always happy to oblige. 
 
Athena  (Clutching the poster to her chest) Oh, thank you! Thank you! 
 
Pluto   (Glancing at Aphrodite) I think your friend is dribbling. 
 
Athena  Oh, my goodness. I’m so embarrassed. Aphrodite, stop dribbling. 
 
Aphrodite continues to dribble. 
 
Athena  I’m very sorry. She’s a little awe struck. Aphrodite! 
 
Aphrodite continues to dribble. 
 
Pluto  It’s okay, honey, it happens all the time. I tell you what, even though 

you’re ugly, if I don’t find anyone better, you can have me at the end 
of the show. 

 
Athena  Oh, thank you, Pluto! Thank you! 
 
Pluto  Don’t mention it, baby. You can get lost now, and take your fat friend 

with you. 
 
Athena Yes, yes, I will. Come on, Aphrodite, I’m sure Pluto has better things 

to do than talk to us. 
 
Pluto   (Dusting his collar) You better believe it, baby. 
 
Athena grabs Aphrodite by the arm and guides her off stage right. Aphrodite 
continues to drool and stare as she is taken off. 
 
Pluto   (Yelling to off stage left) Wardrobe! 
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A very gay, dainty little man enters from stage left. He sashays across the stage and 
dusts off Pluto’s jacket and generally fusses about him. 
 
Head # 1 Hold the phone, ‘arry. Look what we got ‘ere. 
 
Head # 2 Oh my Gawd. ‘ere, Bill, ‘ave a geezer at this - a bleedin’ nancy boy. 
 
Head # 3 Dear, oh dear, lads. What they gonna bring in next, eh?  
 
Pluto   What’s your name, man? 
 
Wardrobe Wardrobe. 
 
Pluto  Hey, buddy, I didn’t ask you what you did, I asked you what your 

name was. 
 
Wardrobe That is my name - Wardrobe. 
 
Pluto   Get down, bro. You’re jivin’ me. 
 
Wardrobe No, that’s why I got involved in this business in the first place. 
 
Pluto   Your parents should be shot for giving you a name like that, man. 
 
Wardrobe Well, didn’t we get out of the wrong side of bed this morning. 
 
Wardrobe flicks his head back, as if offended, and sashays out, stage left. As he 
leaves, the theme from ‘The Godfather’ is played. Jupiter and his wife, Juno, enter, 
stage right. Jupiter looks like a typical black-suited, black-hatted gangster from the 
twenties, and Juno is a typical gangsters moll - too much make-up, too much 
jewellery, short shimmery dress etc. Jupiter talks like Marlon Brando in ‘The 
Godfather’ and Juno chews gum and speaks like a lower class woman from the Bronx 
or Brooklyn. 
 
Head # 1 (As Jupiter and Juno enter) Look out! Who’s this then? 
 
Head # 2 Looks like bleedin’ Marlon Brando. 
 
Head # 3 Which one? 
 
Cerberus has a laugh amongst himself. 
 
Pluto  Hey, Jupiter, good to see you, man. How’s it hangin’? Hey, lookin’ 

good, Mrs Jupiter, lookin’ good. 
 
Juno  Ya aint lookin’ too bad yourself, honeybuns. Ooh, just look at all the 

hairs on your chest. 
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Juno puts her arm around Pluto and begins to play with the hairs on his chest. 
Furiously chewing gum, she presses her forehead against his, twiddles his jewellery 
and snorts with flirtatious laughter. 
 
Jupiter (Clearing his throat) Sorry to interrupt this little reunion but if I am to 

be cuckolded could you please have the decency to do it behind my 
back? 

 
Juno   Oh, relax, Jupiter. (To Pluto) What a kill-joy.  
 
Juno continues to giggle and flirt. 
 
Jupiter  (Grabbing her by the arm) Come over here. 
 
Juno   Hey! 
 
Jupiter (Still holding her arm) Tell me something, do you like all the fine furs 

and jewellery I buy you? 
 
Juno   Jupiter, you’re hurting me! 
 
Jupiter  Answer the question. 
 
Juno   Yeah, I do! I do! Would you let go of my arm already? 
 
Jupiter Pluto, what are your intentions with regard to my wife. Do you wish to 

cohabit with her? Do you wish to treat her with the respect that I do? 
Do you intend to spend a lot of money on her to maintain her in the 
manner to which she has become accustomed? 

 
Pluto  Man, are you kidding? No way. I was just gonna use her for my own 

purposes and then dump her cold. 
 
Juno   Hey! 
 
Jupiter Just as I thought. Pluto, I thank you for your honesty.(To Juno) Now 

do you see? Now do you understand? Now is it clear to you? You 
must, above all things, maintain your dignity. Now, stop actin’ like a 
low class tramp and know your place, or you might just find yourself 
involved in a little accident. Do I make myself clear? 

 
Juno   (Beaten) Yes, Jupiter. 
 
Jupiter Now, Pluto, what news do you have for me? Tell me that you have 

been making progress. Tell me that you haven’t been wasting your 
time.  

 
Pluto  Okay, Jupy. I have been making progress and I haven’t been wasting 

my time. 
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Jupiter  This is truly good to hear. 
 
Pluto  Of course, that may not necessarily be the truth, but if that’s what you 

wanna hear, big daddy ... 
 
Jupiter I hope that you are not making fun of me, Pluto. That could be very 

bad for you. 
 
Pluto  Hey, Jupy, baby, relax. Amongst the living, I’ll admit, you are the 

honcho, but amongst the dead, baby, I am the king. So easy with the 
threats, man. 

 
Juno   (To herself) Oh, he is so gorgeous! 
 
Jupiter  Cut to the chase. How is our plan progressing? 
 
Pluto   Hold on to your hat, Godfather, the fun is about to begin. 
 
Pluto takes a small phial of liquid from his pocket. He begins to take off its top as he 
struts towards the urn marked ‘Ambrosia’. 
 
Juno   What you got in there, Pluto? 
 
Pluto  This is a magic potion, baby. (He pours the liquid into the urn) One sip 

of this and you fall head over heels in love with the first person you 
see. 

 
Head # 1 Gawd ‘elp us - it’s ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’ all over again. 
 
Head # 2 What a lack of imagination. 
 
Head # 3 What a rip off. 
 
Juno   What an original idea. 
 
Pluto  But the potion only lasts a few hours - just long enough to cause 

trouble. First, I’ll get Hera to drink some of this stuff - she’s already 
crazy about me. Then, I’ll tell Zeus what his little lady has been up to, 
that should get him nice and angry. As for Zeus, you can bet your life 
he’ll get busted for makin’ out with Make-up and if I know the Gods of 
Mount Olympus, they’ll all be drinking from this urn of ambrosia 
tonight. Let the chips fall where they may. By the time the show comes 
around, the Greek Gods will all be at war with each other and their 
power will be at an all time low. Then, we bring in the Roman Gods 
and we take over this joint. 

 
Jupiter At last, the Roman Gods will take on their rightful mantle as rulers of 

Mount Olympus. Nothing can stop us now! 
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A character enters, stage right. He has a beard and is dressed in a simple toga and 
sandals but over this he wears full cricket rig out: pads, gloves, bat and a helmet. On 
his helmet is a Halo. He speaks with a calm, sonorous voice. 
 
Cricketer Pardon me, my sons, I’m looking for a cricket match  
 
Pluto   There’s no cricket match around here, pop. 
 
Cricketer Bless you, my son. 
 
The cricketer exits, stage left. 
 
Pluto  (Yelling after him) Hey, pop, I ain’t your son! Now what was I saying? 

Oh yeah, there’s just one thing about this potion- 
 
Jupiter  Explain. 
 
Pluto  The first time you drink it, it only lasts a few hours, like I said, but the 

second time, watch out - you are hooked for life. 
 
Juno   You mean with the next person you see? 
 
Pluto  No, baby, with the first person you saw - for keeps and there aint no 

antidote neither. 
 
Juno   (To herself) I see. 
 
Jupiter Good work, Pluto. I knew I could rely on you. Come on Juno, let’s go 

make ourselves scarce until the show. See you later, great God of the 
Underworld. 

 
Juno   (Resting her head on Pluto’s shoulder batting her eyelids and looking 
up at him coquettishly) So long, Pluto. 
 
Jupiter grabs her by the arm and guides her out.. 
 
Jupiter  Come here! 
 
Juno   Hey, you’re hurting me! 
 
Jupiter  Now, what did I say to you about dignity? 
 
They exit, stage right. 
 
Pluto   (Preening himself) They all love me. How they love me. 
 
Cerberus  (All three heads) Bleedin’ big head. 
 
Hera enters from stage left. She wears a fresh, brightly coloured toga and is more 
made up than she was earlier. 
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Hera  (Offering her hand to be kissed) Why, Mister Pluto, what a pleasant 

surprise. 
 
Pluto  (To himself) Maybe for you, honey. (To Hera- kissing her hand) And 

for me too, Mrs Zeus. 
 
Hera  Oh, please, not so formal. Call me Hera. My goodness, you are looking 

well. 
 
Pluto   Naturally. 
 
Hera   (Fishing for a compliment) And how do you think I am looking? 
 
Pluto  (To himself) This gig’s gonna be tougher than I thought. (To Hera) 

You look ravishing, Hera, simply ravishing. 
 
Hera   Why, Pluto, you old flatterer, you. 
 
Hera laughs and Pluto feigns laughter along with her but his face tells us that he is 
not really enjoying this. 
 
Pluto  (To himself) Okay, Pluto - do your stuff. (To Hera - taking her by the 

hands) Oh, great Goddess, I’ve been waiting so long for this moment. 
 
Hera   (Taken aback) Pluto, whatever do you mean? 
 
Pluto   I gotta have you, baby. I can’t hold it back any longer. 
 
Hera   Mr Pluto, I’m terribly flattered, of course, but I’m a married woman. 
 
Head # 1 Notice she didn’t say happily married. 
 
Heads # 2&3 (In unison) Good point. 
 
Pluto   It doesn’t matter. This thing’s bigger than both of us. 
 
He guides her over to the urn of ambrosia and begins to pour some into two chalices. 
 
Hera  I don’t know what to say. I’ve only ever been in love with one God and 

that was a long time ago. 
 
Pluto   I understand. It’s like that for most married women. 
 
Hera  Do you, Pluto? Do you really understand or are you simply trifling 

with my affections? 
 
Pluto  (Feigning offence) Why, Hera, how can you even suggest such a thing? 

I treat all women exactly the same. 
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Hera  That is what I’m afraid of. You are rather too much the Cassanova for 
me. I am afraid that if I succumbed, you would only break my Ancient 
Greek heart. 

 
She moves away from him. He realises that this is going to be harder work than he 
thought. He puts down the chalices. 
 
Pluto  But, Hera, you don’t understand. I too have been hurt by the atrocities 

of love. 
 
Hera   (Surprised) You too, Mr Pluto? 
 
Pluto  Oh yes. My heart has been sullied on at least one occasion. Oh, Hera, I 

know what it is to sing the blues. 
 
Pluto turns away from her and goes into the old melodramatic knuckle biting routine. 
This draws her back to his side. 
 
Hera   Then you do understand. 
 
Pluto   And if I told you I loved you? If I sang you a love song? 
 
Hera   Oh, Pluto, please don’t do that. Please don’t sing me a love song. 
 
Pluto   But Hera, why not, my Goddess? 
 
Hera   Because as you and I know only too well, love songs never come true. 

 
Pluto sings the song with obvious insincerity. By its conclusion he has drawn 
Hera next to the urn of ambrosia. At the end of the song, unseen by either of 
them, Rex has entered, stage left, and made his way to downstage left where he 
pats Cerberus. Rex is no longer green but has an extra head. 

 
Song # 6 Please Don’t Sing Me A Love Song 
 
Sung by Hera and Pluto 
 
Hera  Please don’t sing me a love song 
   ‘Cos love songs never come true 
   First you’re red hot with passion 
   Then you’re alone and you’re blue 
   I’ve been in love already 
   And I know what love can do 
   I’ve sung the blues 
   And I want nothing to do with love 
   Nothing comes true with love 
   Red turns to blue with love  
  I want nothing to do 
 
Pluto  Please don’t sing me a love song 
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  For love means nothing but pain 
  First you laugh in the sunshine 
  Then you cry in the rain 
   I’ve been in love already 
  And I know what love can do 
  I’ve felt the pain 
  And there is nothing to gain with love 
  Time and again with love 
  Thunder and rain with love 
  I want nothing to do 
 
Hera  He said I was his one and only 
Pluto  She said I was her dream come true 
Both  But as it turned out I was only 
  Another of those lovers fools 
 
Hera  Please don’t sing me a love song 
Pluto  ‘Cos I’ve heard love songs before 
Hera  First you walk on the ceiling 
Pluto  Then you crawl on the floor 
Both  I’ve been in love already 
  And I know what love can do 
  I’ve sung the blues  
  And I want nothing to do with love 
Hera  Nothing comes true with love 
Pluto  Nothing but pain with love 
Hera  Thunder and rain with love 
Pluto  Time and again with love  
Both  I want nothing to do 
 
Rex   Nice doggy. Nice doggy. 
 
Head # 1 Hey, lads, cop this! This fellas got a head missin’. 
 
Head # 3 Well, you know what they say - two heads are better than one. 
 
Cerberus again has a laugh amongst himself. 
 
Hera  So you see, whatever my true feelings may be, I must, regretfully say, 

no, dearest, dearest, Pluto. 
 
Pluto  (Handing her a chalice) I fully understand, sweet Goddess and would 

never pursue beyond the bounds of propriety (He holds up his chalice) 
Here is to unrequited love. 

 
Hera   (She holds up her chalice) To unrequited love. 
 
Hera drinks the full draught. Pluto pretends to. He watches her carefully. She shakes 
her head a little after the drink. He takes the cup from her and puts both chalices in 
the bin, next to the urn. As he turns away to do so, Hera turns to see Rex. 
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Hera   Oh, what a beautiful looking man. 
 
Rex says nothing. He just stands there looking back at Hera like an idiot. Pluto has 
not even bothered to look back. He is so self-assured; he simply looks out over the 
audience and assumes that she is talking about him. 
 
Hera  (Moving towards Rex) Oh, be still my heart. I can’t remember when 

last I saw such splendour, such grandeur. 
 
Pluto   (Inspecting his fingernails) No need to tell me, baby. I see it every day. 
 
Hera  (Taking Rex by the hand) I love you. I can’t deny it. Suddenly, I can’t 

bear the thought of living without you. 
 
Pluto  (Looking into a palm sized mirror) It’s a common complaint, honey, 

nothin’ to be ashamed of. 
 
Hera   Come, let us go swiftly to my chamber. 
 
Hera and Rex exit, stage left. 
 
Pluto  If we must, baby. (Pluto turns in time to see them disappear) Hey, 

Hera, what’s goin’ on here! Hera! Come back here! 
 
Pluto chases after them. He exits, stage left. As he leaves, Juno enters, stage right. She 
looks around cautiously and acts very suspiciously. Certain that the coast is clear, she 
takes a hip flask out of her pocket and fills it with ambrosia. She has just finished 
doing so when Pluto re-enters, stage left. 
 
Pluto  I can’t see nothin’ but clouds out there. (Looking back to off stage left) 

Now how’s she gonna explain that one? (He sees Juno) Hey, Juno 
baby, what’s happenin’? Besides me, of course. 

 
Juno   Hi, Pluto. Hey, listen, would you do me a favour? 
 
Pluto   That depends. Is your husband around? 
 
Juno   No. 
 
Pluto   (Moving up swiftly beside her) In that case, sure I’ll do you a favour. 
 
Juno  Ooh, you big flirt. (Offering him the ambrosia) Taste this will ya? I 

made it myself. 
 
Pluto   (Taking the drink) Sure. What is it? 
 
Juno  (Watching him drain the hip flask) It’s a cocktail. It’s called a - Please 

please work I promise not to tell my husband. 
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Pluto finishes the draught, shakes his head and looks at Juno. She looks back at him 
in anticipation. 
 
Pluto   Oh, baby. I never noticed what a beautiful Goddess you were before. 
 
Juno  (Overjoyed and looking up) Oh, thank you, Gods. (Jumping into 

Pluto’s arms) I promise never to cheat on my tax return again. (To 
Pluto, lying back and abandoning herself) Take me to the nearest 
cloud, you heathen. 

 
Pluto stares lovingly into Juno’s eyes and begins to carry her out, stage left. 
 
Juno   (As they exit) Please don’t be gentle with me. I’ve been a naughty girl 
   and I must be punished. 
 
Pluto carries Juno off, stage left. 
 
Head # 2 ‘Ere, I ‘ope the boss knows what he’s doin’. 
 
Head # 3 ‘Ow so? 
 
Head # 2 What? Muckin’ about with Jupiter’s missus? 
 
Head # 3 Good point. 
 
Artemis, Athena, Aphrodite and Hermes enter, stage right. Aphrodite is again 
carrying a hand mirror. 
 
Artemis And then what did Pluto say? 
 
Athena He said that if nothing better came along I could have him at the end of 

the night. 
 
Artemis Oh, how disgusting. I’ll bet you told him off for that. 
 
Athena  Well, not exactly... 
 
Artemis What did you say? 
 
Aphrodite She said (Mimicking Athena) ‘Oh, thank you! Thank you! I’d love to! 

I’d love to! 
 
Athena Well what about you! All you did was stand there with your tongue 

hanging out of your head like a complete moron. You nearly spoiled 
the whole thing for me. 

 
Aphrodite Oh, come on. You never had a chance. Do you really think that a God 

like that would ever really be interested in a nerd like you? 
 
Athena  Well, really! 
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Aphrodite Why make out with the Goddess of Wisdom when you can have the 

Goddess of ... love! 
 
Artemis Girls, girls, I’m ashamed of both of you - arguing over a male God. 
 
Aphrodite Can you think of anything else better to argue about? 
 
Artemis has moved to the urn of ambrosia and begins to pour out four chalices. 
 
Artemis I will not even reply to that question, Aphrodite. (Taking Aphrodite’s 

hand mirror and giving it to Hermes) The female of the species has 
wasted centuries worrying about what the male of the species thinks. 
Women should not waste so much time making themselves attractive 
to men. 

 
Aphrodite That’s what all the ugly women are saying at any rate. 
 
Hermes (Looking in the mirror - happily) Hey, I think I’m going bald! 
 
Artemis Most males never grow up. Just look at our brothers Dionysus and 

Poseidon - drunk and disorderly most of the time, acting like school 
boys, or even our father, Zeus, making a fool of himself, chasing 
young women all the time. Not a brain amongst them and all of them 
with egos bigger than the moon. 

 
Athena  I suppose you are right, sister, but Pluto does have something. 
 
Artemis Well, whatever it is, sister, you don’t want to catch it. (Handing out the 

chalices of ambrosia) Here you are everybody, let us forget our silly 
quibbles and drink our health. To the Gods! 

 
All   To the Gods! 
 
They all drink. They all finish in one accord and all in one accord they shake their 
heads. Hermes looks straight back into the mirror and falls instantly in love with 
himself; Aphrodite and Athena see each other and immediately hold hands and sigh 
loudly; Artemis happens to be looking in the direction of Cerberus, but this is not 
immediately apparent. 
 
Hermes (Gazing at his reflection) Oh, my Gods - I’m gorgeous. I’m the sexiest 
thing I’ve ever seen. (He begins furiously kissing his reflection) You’re coming with 
me, you hunk. 
 
Hermes exits, stage left, hurriedly. 
 
Athena  Would you like to come up to my cloud and see my encyclopaedias? 
 
Aphrodite I’d love to. You know, you really are the most beautiful nerd I’ve ever 

seen. 
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They exit, hand in hand, stage right. Artemis is left staring at Cerberus. 
 
Artemis Oh, what a beautiful animal! 
 
Head # 1 Gawd, bloody ‘ell. Look the other way! 
 
Heads #2&3 (In unison) What? 
 
Head # 1 Look down! Look down! 
 
The three heads look down, or to the left, or anywhere but at the advancing Artemis. 
Even so each head cannot help peeking occasionally. Artemis has the gleam of the 
huntress in her eyes. She moves slowly, with the stealth of a feline predator. Cerberus 
looks very agitated. 
 
Artemis (Moving closer to the dog) You truly are the prince of canines ...  
 
Cerberus (All three heads in unison through gritted teeth) Pluto! 
 
Artemis ... the king of the dogs. 
 
Cerberus (In unison again) Pluto! 
 
Artemis  (Almost upon Cerberus) Come to me, I love ... doggies. 
 
Head # ! That’s it lads - run! 
 
Cerberus screams as he exits, stage left, closely followed by Artemis. Dionysus enters, 
stage right. He has a mobile phone in his hand but as he enters he is yelling to off 
stage right. 
 
Dionysus Nah. Nah. Don’t worry about it, mate. Nah, give ‘em to someone else. 
I won’t read ‘em. (Putting the phone to his ear) Sorry about that, Poseidon ... ‘eh? ... 
No, Jehovah’s Witnesses ... Yeah, I told’ em to come back after Armageddon. What 
were you sayin’... Really?... Another role? What in? ... Jason and the Argonauts - 
sounds good, old son. ‘Eh, listen, hurry back will ya. It’s as boring as the number of 
tats on ‘Big Brother’ around here, mate. 
 
The cricketer enters, stage right. 
 
Cricketer Pardon me, my son. 
 
Dionysus Hang on a minute will ya, Poseidon. (To the cricketer) Yeah? 
 
Cricketer I’m looking for a cricket match. 
 
Dionysus Oh, look sorry, pal, but that was just a smoke screen. There is no 

cricket match. 
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Cricketer Bless you, my son. 
Dionysus No worries. 
 
The cricketer exits, stage right. At this point, Wardrobe enters, stage left, with a 
selection of clothes on coat hangers. He drops them, ‘tut tuts’ and begins to pick them 
up.  
 
 DIONYSUS (Back to the phone) Yeah. It’s me again. Sorry about this. I keep 

gettin’ interrupted. (He holds the phone to his ear with his shoulder 
and begins to pour himself a chalice of ambrosia) So are ya gonna be 
back in time for dad’s bash? ... Good one. Righto, well I’ll see ya then. 
I’d better get off - you know how much these things cost to use. Hey, 
who’s the best captain of all time? Mike Brearley ... not! (Laughing) 
Gotta be Mark Taylor, mate. Gotta be. Catch ya later, son. 

 
Note: In the preceding speech, change the names of  Australian and English cricket 
captains as you wish. 
 
Dionysus turns off the phone, drains his draught of ambrosia and shakes his head. 
Behind him, Wardrobe has just finished picking up his clothes. Dionysus turns and 
sees him. 
 
Dionysus Struth! 
 
Wardrobe What? 
 
Dionysus Cripes, you’re a good looking bloke. 
 
Wardrobe (Flattered. Adjusting his hair) Why, thank you. 
 
Dionysus How ‘bout you ‘n me go ‘n play a game of craps or somethin’. 
 
Wardrobe (He can’t believe his luck) I’d love to. 
 
Dionysus Well, off we go then. (He picks up Wardrobe) Geez, you’re a 

handsome bastard. 
 
Wardrobe Oh, goody gum drops. It’s true what they say about these Ancient 

Greeks. 
 
Dionysus carries Wardrobe off, stage left. Solly and Rachel enter, stage right. 
 
Solly  Where in Mount Olympus is everybody? Where is Rex? Where is the 

mobile mutation? 
 
Rachel  He’s probably off having fun somewhere. 
 
Solly   Having fun? Rachel, that boy doesn’t have fun - he has gangrene. 
 
Rachel  Give him a break, Solly. 
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Solly  Give him a break. (Holding up his fist) I’ll give him a break alright. 

(Noticing the ambrosia) Hey, Rachel, let’s try some ambrosia. 
 
Solly moves over to the ambrosia and begins to pour it out into two chalices 
 
Rachel  Oh, Solly, do you think we should? 
 
Solly   There’s no-one around. Let’s live dangerously. 
 
Rachel  If you say so. 
 
Solly hands a chalice to Rachel and holds up his chalice for a toast. 
 
Solly   Locheim! 
 
Rachel  Shalom! 
 
They both drain their draughts and shake their heads as they finish. they look at each 
other. 
 
Solly   Rachel, is that you? 
 
Rachel  Uh huh. Is that you, Solly? 
 
Solly   It sure is. Rachel, you look forty years younger. You look beautiful. 
 
Rachel  You too, Solly. You look just like you did on our wedding day. 
 
Solly   Hey, Rachel, remember what else we did on our wedding day? 
 
Rachel  Why, Solly Oedipus, you little rascal. 
 
Solly  (Guiding her off stage) Lets’ hurry, Rachel. This ambrosia may have a 

limited life span. I don’t wanna come-to half way through. 
 
Rachel  Me neither. 
 
Solly and Rachel exit, stage left. The curtain begins to close. The Genetic Disorder 
Song plays over. 
 

End of Act 1 


